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WILLIAM BAINES (1899-1922)
Silverpoints (1920/1) (6’39”)
1 Labyrinth (A Deep Sea Cave) (2’35”)
2 Water-Pearls (1’01”)
3 The Burning Joss-Stick (2’01”)
4 Floralia (1’02”)
Paradise Gardens (1918/19) (8’29”)
Coloured Leaves (1919/20) (8’36”)
1 Prelude (1’04”)
2 Valse (1’57”)
3 Still Day (3’24”)
4 Purple Heights (2’11”)
Twilight Pieces (1921) (7’36”)
1 Twilight Woods (A Fragment) (2’02”)
2 Quietude (2’03”)
3 A Pause for Thought (3’31”)
Tides (1920/1) (5’33”)
1 The Lone Wreck (2’25”)
2 Goodnight to Flamboro’ (3’08”)
Seven Preludes (1919) (13’23”)
1 Moderately quick
(with restrained passion) (1’18”)

2 Slowly, with serenity (3’14”)
3 Very slowly, with devotion (1’02”)
4 Furiously (1’18”)
5 Moderate speed – dreamily (‘Poppies
gleaming in the moonlight’) (3’04”)
6 Quickly (1’12”)
7 Very quickly, with vigour (2’15”)

E. J. MOERAN (1894-1950)
Stalham River (1921) (5’16”)
The White Mountain (1929) (2’14”)
Toccata (1921) (4’40”)
Prelude (1935) (2’53”)
Berceuse (1935) (2’28”)
Bank Holiday (1925) (2’12”)
Two Legends (1923)
A Folk Story (3’45”)
Rune (5’31”)

(79’26”)
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ike most creative artists who die young, William Baines has suffered from the
Chatterton syndrome, that myth of isolated genius labouring in obscurity which

so easily permits sentiment to cloud objective criticism.
Born at Horbury in the West Riding of Yorkshire on 26th March 1899, Baines

showed early promise both as composer and performer He received a thorough
grounding in technique from Albert Jowett of Leeds, but family means precluded
advanced tuition and by 1916 he was earning a living, like his father, as a cinema
pianist. His health was never strong, and of seventeen weeks’ military service during
the influenza epidemic in 1918 all but two were spent in hospital. From this blow he
never fully recovered, and a particularly severe bout just before his 21st birthday
proved crucial at the very moment he seemed poised on the threshold of a brilliant
career, frustrating his efforts to capitalize on the successful publication of Paradise
Gardens and the Seven Preludes which had even attracted attention in the popular
press. For three more years from 1920 to 1922 Baines struggled against physical
limitations, writing almost exclusively for piano in an increasingly epigrammatic style
and, when health allowed, giving occasional recitals seldom outside Yorkshire apart
from a solitary appearance in Bournemouth at the invitation of the indefatigable Sir
Dan Godfrey. He died atYork in November 1922 after four months’ illness.

Although Baines tried his hand at most forms of composition, producing in his
teens a massive symphony and copious chamber and vocal works, the piano being
always accessible remained his natural medium of expression. He wrote to please
himself, happily free of that need to feel justified in the eyes of critics, public and
posterity which is the bane of young composers. His music can verge on banality and
then as effortlessly touch the sublime with a candour some contemporaries found
hard to accept: nobody else, save perhaps Alkan, could have written such disparate
pieces as the First and Third Preludes on the very same day. Yet uncompromising
conviction and a sure touch which never strains for effect engender true originality.
The obvious hallmarks of his style, such as repetitive melodic or rhythmic phrases and
a fondness for unexpected idiosyncratic endings, do not alone explain that elusive but
unmistakable individuality which from Frederick Dawson onwards has ensured him a
modest but constant following.

Opulent in texture and described by Eaglefield Hull as “Chopin senza
morbidezza, Scriabin sans vorticisme”, Paradise Gardens is the longest of the

L AA FFoollkk SSttoorryy;; RRuunnee
Two pieces written in 1923 and published as ‘Two Legends’. A Folk Story is full of
cascading runs, alternating with more chordal passages, and ending with two pages in
which the music achieves quite a big climax and dies away without the cascading
music returning; Rune is Celtic in feeling and has a very Irish tune, and also a
descending passage that suggests the traditional keen. This too works up a big climax,
ending in a curious passage of chords and flying grace-notes, with a recitative-like
theme. But it ends quietly with the “keen”.

PETER J. PIRIE
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published pieces, recollecting in tranquillity a golden sunset over York on 2nd June
1918. By contrast the Seven Preludes are all terse, the sumptuous No. 3 comprising a
mere eight perfectly judged bars. The spirit of Scriabin lies also behind the muted
ecstasy of No. 1 and the drifting opiate tonality of No. 5, but the Fourth Prelude is pure
Baines, a torrent of semiquavers without key and without time signature. No. 7
unleashes the restrained passion of the First Prelude; Baines’ publisher had asked for
an exciting finale to the set and this he was given with a coda exploding into space on
a precipitate minor seventh.

Tides are the finest of several sea pieces imbued with a desolate sense of
atmosphere which found inspiration on and around Flamborough Head. The Lone
Wreck is constructed with utmost simplicity on great rolling arpeggios anchored
almost throughout to a booming E flat pedal, over which floats a plaintive melody. In
Goodnight to Flamboro’ the ceaseless murmur of the waves is conveyed in a
semiquaver pedal figure breaking off before the last beat in each bar to leave a timeless
bitonal shimmer. After generating a towering climax the harmonic structure
contracts and darkens taking on the “lonely grey” characteristic of that eastward-
facing coast towards dusk. The manuscript bears a quotation from Edward Dowden—
“Cry, Seal it is thy hour; thou art alone”.

The device of an ostinato motif appears in another sea piece, Labyrinth, and in
the glissando-like scherzo Water-Pearls, both from Silverpoints. Even Purple Heights,
a song of the high hills which Baines never really knew outside his imagination, uses
an exhilarating motto theme echoing across the final bars like a horn call.

Twilight Pieces foreshadow the esoteric resignation which pervades the last few
(mostly unpublished) works: in A Pause of Thought the inexorable octave bass of
Labyrinth has become an enigmatic melodic line roving beneath misty traceries of
fourths and fifths which twice break fitfully into the clear light of C major. Of Twilight
Woods Baines wrote “I want to capture the atmosphere of woodlands in the half-
lights”: even more with flawless symmetry and the distilled emotion of its close this
piece captures the quintessence of his art.

Often strange to his audiences yet out of sympathy with the avant-garde
sensationalism of the period immediately following his death, Baines’ work is only now
beginning to fall into perspective, a precious legacy in itself as well as a unique

SSttaallhhaamm RRiivveerr
A complicated piece, very chromatic in texture, written in Bacton, Norfolk, during
1921. Stalham is in the north of Norfolk, and its name means “estate by the pool”. This
is clearly water music, in ternary form, the theme of the first part entering at bar
twelve, after an introductory passage. The middle part is marked Poco piu animato,
and with its fast passage work and big climax suggests wind. But the return of the first
part reminds us of its rich sentiment and warm, murmuring peace.

TThhee WWhhiittee MMoouunnttaaiinn
A very short, simple piece, easy enough for beginners, a setting of a folk-tune that is
merely repeated in different octaves with minimal accompaniment. Only two pages,
but a charming little work. Written in 1929.

TTooccccaattaa
Like Stalham River this dates from 1921, and was published by Chester at a time when
they were also issuing a lot of Bax’s piano music. It is in E major, and 2/4 time, in three
clear sections, the first of which is Allegro vivace. Unlike many Toccatas this one is
directed to be played legato, but has the usual running semiquavers in the right hand,
with the theme entering in chords. The central section is tender and song-like, dying
away at the end. The return of the first part has a virtuoso coda.

PPrreelluuddee aanndd BBeerrcceeuussee
These two pieces from 1935 belong together, if only because the Prelude is in G minor
and the Berceuse in G major. The opening of the Prelude is diatonic in the right hand
and very chromatic in the left, a murmuring effect, but when the tune enters it proves
to have a touch of Norfolk folk-song about it. The Berceuse is very limpid and clear in
texture; the alternating chords in the left hand suggest the rocking cradle, while a
singing tune forms, in the right.

BBaannkk HHoolliiddaayy
A short piece; four pages of unbroken Allegro molto ritmico in ternary form with
coda. The title is sufficient indication of its content, which is rumbustuous and frankly
“popular” in mood. From 1925.
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contribution to the emergence of a modern British tradition. He is to English piano
music as Emily Brontë is to English poetry, both, as Ernest Bradbury put it, “so
terribly strong, so exquisitely subtle”. Some parallels are obvious, the brief careers cut
short by consumption, a common Yorkshire birthright, the mutual stoicism; others are
much deeper, like the pantheistic mysticism more profound than any mere pictorial
impression, which both derived from an intense and solitary love of nature. Above all
is the affinity in output: among Emily‘s 193 poems and Baines’ 216 compositions
much is undistinguished, especially their prolific juvenilia, but each produced fifty to
sixty pieces of outstanding merit, and perhaps some half dozen times each surpassed
normal inspiration to attain the highest planes of creative experience.

From Baines there was no ‘Wuthering Heights’. Emily Bronte wrote her novel
at the age of twenty-seven; Baines died at twenty-three. The revision of an early sonata
to which he turned shortly before his death hints at what four more years might have
yielded. “Why quibble over the use of the word ‘genius’?” asked Joseph Holbrooke. “Is
it not enough that he has written a wealth of beautiful music?”

ROGER CARPENTER

The cover drawing by Karl Wood is reproduced by kind permission of the owner Mr. Robert Keys.

The artist (dedicatee of Paradise Gardens) wrote the following to the composer when presenting the
drawing to him:

……Your spirit is making music
to get within its mystic influence (circle)
one must expect a rough progress (brambles)
and to make sacrifices (candles)
Here on finds beauty (flowers)

and passion (vines)
You have enchanted the

Fates, who listen to you enraptured, and even
souls from Purgatory come to hear
Your musical pride—which I adore in

you—is portrayed by the outspread peacock’s tail
and your wonderful chord (Prelude I) is a fitting
finale to the dreams your music brings (moon stars, and poppies)……

E. J. Moeran was born at Heston, Middlesex, on 31 December 1894; his father was Irish
and his mother a native of Norfolk, a dichotomy that haunts all his music. He has a
better claim to the “Celtic Twilight” than Arnold Bax, whose ancestry was Flemish,
not Irish; but in fact many strands went to the making of Moeran’s music. A good deal
younger than Vaughan Williams, he came to the folksong movement late, and was
especially interested in those of Norfolk; his lovely short orchestral piece “Lonely
Waters” is based on a fragment of folk-song “still to be heard in lonely places in
Norfolk”. Just before the First World War he spent 18 months at the Royal College of
Music, and after the war, in which he was badly wounded, he studied for a while with
John Ireland. But he probably learned most from the group of wild young sparks to
which he was loosely attached; Peter Warlock, Bernard van Dieren, Constant
Lambert, mildly cosmopolitan souls who showed little reverence for The
Establishment, and less for The Rules of the Game; he was rather more respectable
and conventional than they were, and his music is closer to the traditional English
style. His early music was for piano and chamber combination, most of the piano
music on this record dates from the 20s, and the latest piece from 1935.

His style changed several times during the course of his life. The early piano
music betrays his connection with John Ireland, while being more limpid than
Ireland’s and lacking in the main the curious inner harmonic tension of the older
master; his subjects suggest an interest in country things, with possibly an affinity with
the earlier painting of Jack Yeats—The Horse Fair, Irish Love Song, The White
Mountain, are titles that suggest this. As he cautiously attempted a larger canvas, such
as the impressive G minor Symphony of 1937, his style became more ruggedly
romantic, and the influence of Sibelius and even Bax betrayed itself. Towards the end
of the Second World War he became neo-classical in outlook, possibly an attempt to
find a clearer direction through formal discipline. To this period we owe the
Sinfonietta of 1944, the Serenade in G of 1948, and other works. Never as brittle as the
neoclassical works of Stravinsky, these works show a concern for neat formal patterns,
and material coloured by 18th-century idioms. It is difficult to say how he would have
developed, for he died suddenly and prematurely in Ireland in 1950.
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WILLIAM BAINES (1899-1922)
Silverpoints (1920/1) (6’39”)
1. Labyrinth (A Deep Sea Cave) (2’35”)
2 Water-Pearls (1’01”)
3 The Burning Joss-Stick (2’01”)
4 Floralia (1’02”)
Paradise Gardens (1918/19) (8’29”)
Coloured Leaves (1919/20) (8’36”)
1 Prelude (1’04”)
2 Valse (1’57”)
3 Still Day (3’24”)
4 Purple Heights (2’11”)
Twilight Pieces (1921) (7’36”)
1 Twilight Woods (A Fragment) (2’02”)
2 Quietude (2’03”)
3 A Pause for Thought (3’31”)
Tides (1920/1) (5’33”)
1 The Lone Wreck (2’25”)
2 Goodnight to Flamboro’ (3’08”)
Seven Preludes (1919) (13’23”)
1 Moderately quick
(with restrained passion) (1’18”)

2 Slowly, with serenity (3’14”)
3 Very slowly, with devotion (1’02”)
4 Furiously (1’18”)
5 Moderate speed – dreamily (‘Poppies
gleaming in the moonlight’) (3’04”)
6 Quickly (1’12”)
7 Very quickly, with vigour (2’15”)

E. J. MOERAN (1894-1950)
Stalham River (1921) (5’16”)
The White Mountain (1929) (2’14”)
Toccata (1921) (4’40”)
Prelude (1935) (2’53”)
Berceuse (1935) (2’28”)
Bank Holiday (1925) (2’12”)
Two Legends (1923)
A Folk Story (3’45”)
Rune (5’31”)
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